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ABSTRACT

1 | INTRODUCTION

The sense of smell is closely related with people
across time and space. The aesthetic, affective and
evocative aspects of smell are widely portrayed in
art practices. Olfactory art has its unique expression
that other modalities hardly have. Yet this aesthetic
medium seems to be underestimated when it comes
to the digital age. Current digital olfaction researches
mainly focus on meeting tasks and solving
problems. The aesthetic experience and the
meaning behind are seldom discussed. This paper
proposes a potential area where the people from
digital art and digital olfaction can contribute
together. This paper firstly gives an overview about
the affective and evocative impacts of scent on
people across time and space, reviewing how scent
is treated as the aesthetic medium in the art form,
then examining current usages of olfactory display,
and lastly discussing the opportunities lying ahead. It
provides the way to appreciate the world
aesthetically through this affective and evocative
medium.

Scent is craftwork that requires beauty and
intelligence (Turin, 2007). Scent is depicted
aesthetically throughout literature from East to West.
Japanese novelist Murasaki Shikibu told us how the
scent of incense brought the beauty of ladies to the
prince in The Tale of Genji (Gatten, 1977). Brazilian
novelist Paulo Coelho (2002) told us how the scent
of wind brought the kisses of veiled women to
Santiago even in the threat of the desert in The
Alchemist. French novelist Marcel Proust (1982)
showed us how a long-forgotten childhood memory
was brought to the narrator in a vivid way through
the scent of madeleine dipped into a cup of tea in his
famous novel Remembrance of Things Past.
German writer Patrick Süskind (2001) told us a story
how the perfumer was obsessed with the scent of
young women in Perfume: The Story of a Murderer.
In literature, scent not only portrays the beauty and
identity of the characters, but also evokes the
imagination and long-lost memory of the characters
across time and space.
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The aesthetic impact of scent can be found in
cultural and religious practices as well. In the
Japanese Kodo incense ceremony, the scent of
incense is treated as an art of refinement (Morita,
2006). It is known as the art of appreciating incense
with body and soul. The compounding of incense
requires training and skill like poetry or calligraphy.
In Catholic liturgy, the scent of incense is treated as
symbolic of sanctification and purification. The
priests swing the thurible filled with the scent of
incense to represent prayers to Heaven at Mass.
The affective and evocative aspect of scent enriches
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the aesthetic experience in a way that other
sensations hardly provide.
When scent is put into the hands of artists, it is
treated as an art form in an aesthetic way. Olfactory
art critic Jim Drobnick (1998) categorized olfactory
artworks into two main approaches. One approach is
to emphasize scent as a fundamental element with
its own value. Scent is shown as art on its own
merits. Another approach is to use scent as a
symbolic way to associate with individual identity,
lived experience and cultural sensibility, etc. These
two approaches can be found respectively in the
exhibition titled The Art of Scent 1889-2012 curated
by Chandler Burr and the exhibition titled The Scent
of Art curated by Belle Haleine (Osman, 2015).
Chandler Burr exhibited scent for its own sake by
taking away all the bottles and the packing usually
seen in commercial perfumes. They displayed the
scent with its name and creator like a piece of art in
a museum. Each scent was given a background
story. It let the visitors appreciate the scent itself with
its top, middle and base notes. Burr believed that
scent should be treated as legitimate as
conventional art like painting and music (Orlin,
2012). Belle Haleine approached from another
perspective by presenting the odours with its own
artistic expression. The exhibited odours included
bodily odours like urine, skin, and pheromones; also,
natural scents like lilies, garlic and spices. The
expressions were varied including installations,
videos, sculptures, drawings, photographs, etc
("Belle Haleine," 2015).
Artists have been exploring various ways to use
scents in a symbolic way in artwork. For example,
artist Sissel Tolaas (2006) associated odours with
the emotion of fear. She let participants experience
her installation The Smell of Fear by providing the
odour captured from the sweat of twenty men who
suffered from phobia. Artist Peter De Cupere treated
the odours as symbolic of a dead body, gun powder,
and blood in his artwork The Smell of a Stranger. It
contrasted the beauty of the displayed Cuban
flowers with the odours association with sex tourism,
air pollution, and death. The artist used olfactory
artwork to criticize the probable damage to Cuba's
environment caused by the US-Cuban trade (Brooks,
2015). Brazilian artist Ernesto Neto put various
spices into transparent fabric making an olfactory
sculpture hanging from the ceiling in Centre
Pompidou ("We stopped just here," 2002).
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When it comes to the digital age, the characteristics
of odour bring certain challenges in capturing and
generating scent in computer systems. The field of
digital olfaction has been exploring various ways to
tackle these issues, especially in olfactory display.
Applications can be found in areas such as
enhancing the realism of virtual environments
(Ischer et al., 2014), converting information (Seah et
al., 2014), stimulating gustatory perception (Narumi
et al., 2010), etc. However, the studies mainly focus
on how accurately the systems deliver the scents
and how well people perceive the scents from the
olfactory display. The aesthetic aspect of digital
olfaction is seldom mentioned. This seems to be an
area where people from digital art and digital
olfaction can work together to advance this field.
This paper proposes to bring these two areas
together by firstly giving an overview about the
affective and evocative impacts of scent on people
across time and space, reviewing how scent is
treated as an aesthetic medium in art form, then
examining current usage of digital olfaction,
especially olfactory display in different aspects, and
lastly discussing the opportunities of bringing the
aesthetics of scent into digital olfaction.
2 | THE IMPACT OF SMELL
2.1 PEOPLE

The sense of smell has affective and evocative
impact on people across time and space. The smell
of their mother brings joy to new-borns (Sullivan &
Toubas, 1998). The smell of sweat on clothing
brings the sense of presence to a distant couple
(McBurney, Streeter, & Euler, 2012). The smell of
vanilla increases sales in department stores
(Spangenberg, Sprott, Grohmann, & Tracy, 2006).
The smell of chocolate makes bookstore customers
more likely to buy cookbooks and romantic literature
(Doucé, Poels, Janssens, & De Backer, 2013). The
perceptual and cognitive responses to odours are
based on associative learning from previous
experience. It makes olfactory perception and the
associated memories subjective among individuals
(Herz, 2012). When encountering a new odour, the
brain associates the odour with the encountered
episode together. If the odour is initially perceived in
a pleasant context, this odour would bring a pleasant
emotion to the subject in the future. It is determined
by the situational context in the first encountered
experience (Engen, 1991).
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Due to a large gene family in olfactory receptors,
humans can discern 10,000 different odours (Buck &
Axel, 1991). However, it is not always easy to
identify and describe. Perfumers have their
terminology to classify odours using the fragrance
wheel. Yet this terminology is not widely used
among the general public (Teixeira, Rodríguez, &
Rodrigues, 2010). People tend to describe odours in
association with objects, places, and previous
experiences—for example, the smell of rose, the
smell of hospital, the smell of summer vacation, etc.
The description includes public and private meaning.
While “the smell of rotten eggs” conveys shared
experience and similar message among the general
public, “the smell of my childhood playground”
conveys a personal experience and its private
meaning (Almagor, 1990). Smell also marks the
culture and ethnicity in a society (Classen, Howes, &
Synnott, 1994). In the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, smells were the indicator of class and
gender in French society. Pleasant smells were
associated with good health and cleanliness while
unpleasant ones were related to diseases and decay.
People used fragrances to mask the stink of odours
in the old days (Corbin, 1986) whereas people
nowadays wear fragrances to represent their
personality and mood.
2.2 SPACE

Smell defines the territory of space. People might be
aware of the existence of a fish market or bakery
nearby before they reach the place. The Hard Rock
Hotel in Orlando used artificial waffle scents as the
sensory cue to lead the people downstairs to an icecream store which usually was not noticed by the
customers (Lewis, 2013). The smell of space implies
its identity as well. Some luxury hotels developed
signature scents to show their identities. It helped to
connect their customers with the brands and to
promote the liking of the service (Denizci Guillet,
Kozak, & Kucukusta, 2017). The signature scent
serves as the memory cues for the customers to
recall their experience in the hotels.
Smell also affects how people perceive a place in a
subconscious way. For example, the scent of
lavender made people perceive a room with
pleasantness and warmth. The relevance of
congruence and the coherence between scent and
physical environment can enhance the user
experience in a space (Vilaplana & Yamanaka,
2014). Shibuya Hikarie, a shopping mall located in

Tokyo, provided different scents in the female toilets
on different floors to give the customers a change of
mood. They called their toilets as “Switch Rooms”
("Cities, firms clean up," 2015). Smell also tells the
stories of cities. Rachel Huang launched a free tour
in Taiwan called Smells of Taipei which led the
locals and the tourists to experience the old streets
through their smells. Huang told stories of the city
along the tour when the participants encountered
different smells on the streets (Wei, 2015). Henshaw
et al. (2016) proposed the use of scents in city
marketing. It brings a new way for the sensory
design of environments for urban identity.
2.3 TIME

Helen Keller once described that, “Smell is a potent
wizard that transports you across thousands of miles
and all the years you have lived.” Larsson et al.
(2014) indicated that the memories evoked by
odours were older than those evoked by other
sensory modalities. Those memories were mainly
associated with the first ten years of life and
triggered the emotion that affected human behaviour
unconsciously. Neurologist Alan R. Hirsch (2006)
found that the nostalgic memories evoked by odour
were varied depending on the olfactory experiences
of the generations. He once interviewed one
thousand shoppers randomly in Chicago about their
odour-evoked memories. He found that those who
were born around the 1930s related nostalgic
memories to natural odours like flowers, grass and
sea; whereas those who were born around the
1970s referred to artificial odours like baby powder,
mother’s perfume and suntan oil. Sociologists
Waskul et al. (2009) found that people described the
odour-evoked memories vividly within a precise
context. One lady aged 49 described vividly how a
particular smell brought her the feeling of being a
little girl giving her father a welcome home hug.
Another participant wrote in journals describing that,
“The smell of baking makes me think of a cozy
house on a cold night with my family sitting around
with a treat after dinner.” This evocative retrieving
experience elicited by olfaction is known as “Proust
Phenomenon”. Sugiyama et al. (2015) took this
phenomenon into product evaluation. They found
that a lotion scented with fragrance which evoked
autobiographical relevant memories was perceived
more appealing compared with another one scented
with an equivalently pleasant fragrance yet without
any autobiographical relevant memories.
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Scents not only bring us long-lost memories, but
also tell us the passing of time. In an ancient time,
people used incense clocks to measure the time
through the combustion rate. They noticed the
passing of hours through smelling the change of
scents from different burning incense (Bedini, 1994).
This idea was adopted into the smell-based alarm
clock in the digital age. Sensorwake, a Kickstarter
project launched in 2015, let users setup different
scents in the alarm. It provided the scent of coffee,
croissants, and ocean to wake up the users in the
morning ("Sensorwake Wake Up Happy," 2015).
3 | THE ART OF SMELL
3.1 SMELL AS ART

In the history of olfactory art, artists took smell as the
medium to challenge the visually dominated world.
Marcel Duchamp’s artwork shown in the exhibition
Exposition Internationale du Surréalisme in 1938
was considered as the earliest olfactory artwork.
Duchamp presented the aroma of roasting coffee
with his installation to argue that art was not “retinal”
only (Osman, 2013). Later Fluxus artist Takako
Saito made her artwork Spice Chess by filling the
chess pieces with different spices but in identical
shaped bottles. The players had to sniff to identify
the spice before moving the chess pieces. Saito took
the scents in the form of chess pieces to imply the
status and movement of individuals in society. She
challenged the boundary of art through experimental
olfactory artwork ("Takako Saito," n.d.). In 2008,
Tom Russotti and Larry Miller echoed Saito’s
artwork by showing their Smell Chess in the
exhibition Flux-Olympiad 2008 in Tate Modern. The
vagueness of the scent became both the challenge
and the enjoyment of the experience for the visitors
(Finbow, 2015). American artist Walter De Maria’s
The New York Earth Room spread 280,000 pounds
of soil over 3,600 square feet with 22 inches depth
on an entire floor in a Soho loft in New York City.
The scent of moist musky earth gave the visitors an
imagery of nature hardly experienced in a concrete
building ("Walter De Maria," n.d.).
Other artists considered the change of odour during
time as part of the art itself. Belgian artist Jan Fabre
did a series of olfactory artworks by taking naturally
changing smell, usually the stench, as conceptual
art itself. The smell produced from his artworks
included the smell of spoiling onion and the smell of
rotting ham ("Installation on the nose," 2008). British
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artist Damien Hirst (1990) blended the smell of
decaying cow’s head with flies in his artwork A
Thousand Years. In these artworks, the odours
represented the passing of time and the decay of
objects. In 2012, a non-profit organisation called The
Institute for Art and Olfaction was founded in Los
Angeles. It aims to initiate and to support arts
projects that utilize the medium of scent. They hold
the Art and Olfaction Awards annually not only for
perfumes, but also for olfactory art projects. They
provide a platform bringing perfumers, artists, and
scientists together to explore the boundaries of
olfactory aesthetics ("The Institute for Art and
Olfaction," n.d.).
3.2 SMELL AS AESTHETIC MEDIUM

Smell is treated as an aesthetic medium to augment
the conventional visual art experience (Shiner &
Kriskovets, 2007). In 2015, the Tate Sensorium
(Tate, n.d.) exhibition, held in Tate Britain, aimed to
bring visitors a new way to appreciate the Tate
collection with multi-sensation. Based on selected
British Art paintings, London studio Flying Object
provided different olfactory experiences along with
the artworks. For example, they used the smell of
grass and soil to exhibit along with Francis Bacon’s
Figure in a Landscape 1945, the smell of diesel and
tobacco exhibited with the painting of ship, the smell
of furniture cleaning brand Pledge exhibited with the
painting of modern home. The role of smell was to
represent the visual content in the paintings.
Nevertheless, they approached Richard Hamilton’s
Interior II 1964 in another way by using the smell of
glue to imply the collage process. The role of smell
here was to represent the making of the artwork.
Likewise, at Van Abbemuseum in the Netherlands,
Anne Nieuwhof’s Inhaling Art used smell to
reinterpret the visual art in the museum tour. The
visitors were invited to sniff the scents related to the
artworks by opening the container next to them
("Inhaling Art," n.d.). At the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York, artist Ezgi Ucar applied the incense,
the spices and the powdered fragrances directly on
the painting instead of using a smell delivery device.
She used the smell of flowers and salt water to
enhance the realism of Claude Monet’s Garden at
Sainte-Adresse (Ucar, 2015). At Kunstmuseum
Thun (2017) in Switzerland, there was a series of
olfactory exhibitions to explore the role of scents in
the collection of the museum. They used the smells
to represent the processes of art making and the
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content of art. They also worked with perfumer and
artist to create scents inspired by artwork and to
make an artwork employing scents. Art museums
are often considered to be visually dominant. The
attempts above broke the “olfaction silence” in the
conventional art experience (El-Khoury, 1996).
3.3 SMELL AS EXHIBITION EXPERIENCE

In exhibitions, smell is treated as the display medium
for visitors to experience cultural history, to recall
social memories, and to understand the change of
urban development. Exhibition designer Laura
Miotto (2016) used the smell of street food to exhibit
the social history of post-war at the National
Museum of Singapore. It evoked the visitors the
gustatory memories in post-war Singapore. She also
used the smell of plants and medicine to represent
the indigenous culture. The smells not only evoked
the memories of elder visitors, but also let the young
visitors experience social memories of the past.
Later in an exhibition about Singapore’s
environmental
changes,
Miotto
used
both
unpleasant smell (rotting) and pleasant smell (floral)
to represent the urban development from a dirty river
to a garden city. This contrasting olfactory
experience sparked conversation among visitors
during the exhibition.
Smell is also treated as a storytelling medium in
exhibition. Frederik Duerinck and Marcel Brakel let
visitors experience the last moments of John F.
Kennedy’s death by using scent along with sound in
an installation called Famous Deaths. They used
narrative scent such as leather, perfume, gunpowder
and blood to recreate the scenarios. The visitor had
to lay down inside the mortuary cooler in the
installation to experience the scenarios (Twilley,
2015). Jorge Otero-Pailos, a professor from
Columbia University, collaborated with the curator of
Morgan Library & Museum in Manhattan to convey
building history into olfactory experience. He let the
visitors hold a sampling device to experience the
smell of the old books, ancient furniture and carpets
in Morgan library that was built in 1906. He pointed
out the important value of smell in the historical and
cultural preservation (Kennedy, 2017). Bembibre
and Strlič (2017) also proposed to consider smell as
intangible heritage with its historic value. They made
an odour wheel of historic books as the
documentation tool about the historic smells. It was
based on the extract information of the volatile
organic compounds emitted by the historic books in

St. Paul’s Cathedral library in London. They argued
that smell was not only a tool to communicate with
the visitors, but also an art form to show the identity
of the history. The studies above showed that smell
has a rich background in art practices. Smells are
treated as symbolic of individuals, the imagery of
space, and the passing of time. Could it be possible
to bring this aesthetic value of smell to the digital
age through olfactory technology?
4 | THE USAGE OF DIGITAL OLFACTION
To provide olfactory experience in the digital context,
researchers have been studying how to detect and
generate scents through computer system.
Japanese scholar Takamichi Nakamoto (2008)
proposed the concept of Teleolfaction. It was a
system that captured odours through an odour
sensing system at a remote site, then transferred the
olfactory information through the Internet, finally
reproducing the odours via olfactory display in real
time to synchronize with the visual information of the
remote site. Compared with odour sensing, the
studies of olfactory display are gaining more
attention in the Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
community.
4.1 AUGMENTED ASPECT

Olfactory display is often used for the augmenting of
visual and audio channels. For example, the scent of
chocolate was emitted when the scene of a
chocolate factory was shown on the screen (Lwin &
Morrin, 2012). What we smell is what we see. The
concept of “Smell-O-Vision” was originated from
Sensorama, known as the first virtual reality
machine introduced by Morton L. Heilig in 1962
("Inventor in the Field," n.d.). Due to the technical
and
fundamental
issues
caused
by
the
characteristics of odour, a synchronization problem
of Smell-O-Vision existed when the scent related to
the previous scene remained in the air. Though the
concept of Smell-O-Vision hardly gained great
success in its era, it has strongly influenced the
development of olfactory display in digital media.
Smelling Screen is one of the cases. It was an
olfactory display system that generated odour
distribution on a two-dimensional display screen. It
included four fans installed at the four corners of the
screen. It emitted the odour into the airflow, and then
directed the scented air toward a certain location of
the screen. They proposed this system to be used
for the odour presentation of virtual objects on
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screen-based applications such as digital signage
(Matsukura, Yoneda, & Ishida, 2013).
4.2 INFORMATIVE ASPECT

Olfactory display is also used for information
notification. Joseph J. Kaye (2004), a pioneer in
digital olfaction, brought to our attention the
informative usage of smell based on his research in
MIT Media Lab in 2001. He focused on using
computer-controlled scent output to convey
information and called it Symbolic Olfactory Display.
He developed a device called Dollars Scents which
was installed at the entrance to display the up-anddown status of the stock market with the scent of
mint and lemon. Kaye suggested that olfactory
medium could be used for displaying slow moving
continuous
information.
Wijnsma
and
Tan
approached in a similar way by developing a project
called Smell of Data that connected the scent
dispenser with a computer through Wi-Fi. The
dispenser emitted the smell to the user as a warning
signal if the computer visited unsecured networks
(Wijnsma & Tan, n.d.). Seah et al. (2014) introduced
SensaBubble by using scented bubbles as the
carrier to deliver the information. It let the users
associate the scent with a person or an event by
themselves. The system projected the visual
information on the scented bubble. When the bubble
was burst, the scent was released as the notification
of event. However, the result showed that their users
mixed up their associations during the time, not to
mention the difficulty that happened while the users
tried to identify the difference between the odours,
such as the scent of apple and the scent of
cinnamon.
4.3 STIMULATING ASPECT

Rather than considering smell in its augmented and
informative role, Narumi et al. approached from
another perspective by using smell to stimulate
gustatory perception. They developed a system
called Meta Cookie. By detecting the marker pattern
printed on the plain flavoured cookie, the system
emitted different aromas to the users with the
corresponding visual image overlaid on it. Over 70%
of their participants perceived the cookie as having
different flavours while the ingredients of the cookie
stayed the same. Narumi et al. (2010) treated smell
as the substantive medium along with visual stimuli
to augment the gustatory perception of users. Later
they applied the olfactory display system in a
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pseudo-gustatory drink by using one olfactory
stimulus to simulate two to four similar flavours.
They used the scent of mandarin to simulate the
flavour of lemon, grapefruit and orange respectively.
By using the ambiguity of olfaction and the
illumination of visual, they successfully reduced the
number of odour sources to represent different
olfactory patterns in a pseudo-gustatory simulation
system (Narumi, Miyaura, Tanikawa, & Hirose,
2014). Ranasinghe et al. (2017) followed this
approach to develop an interactive drinking utensil
called Vocktail. It used smell and colour to stimulate
flavour perception. The system came with a mobile
application which enabled users to create their
customised virtual flavours including salty, sweet,
bitter, sour, and umami.
4.4 ENTERTAINMENT ASPECT

Smell is considered as a medium for entertainment.
Mochizuki et al. (2004) developed Fragra virtual
reality game with scents. When the player picked up
the virtual apple, the scent of apple was emitted
through the head-mounted display . Nakamoto et al.
(2008) developed a cooking game by using an odour
blending device. The players smelled the scent of
the ingredient when doing the virtual cooking.
Scentee is one of the companies that try to realize
digital olfaction in entertainment. They launched an
app called Hana Yakiniku, which meant tasting the
barbecue with the nose. It provided the replaceable
tanks with three types of scents including short ribs,
beef tongue, and buttered potato. Their
advertisement claimed that their users could
experience the smell of barbecue even though they
were simply eating plain rice (Harris, 2013). In 2017,
Olofsson et al. suggested that olfactory games could
be applied in brain training for health, nutrition and
well-being.
4.5 AMBIENT ASPECT

Sensory marketing researcher Aradhna Krishna
(2012) found that the ambient scent associated with
the product increased recall of the brands and
emotional connections. As odour-evoked memories
last longer than other modalities, the ambient scent
brought a longer branding impact on the customers.
Moreover, pleasant scents enhanced the customer’s
evaluation of the products. Carulli et al. (2016)
brought the value of ambient scent to industrial
product design. They took olfactory display into
virtual prototyping to elicit vivid sensory experience
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during the phase of product ideation. They
developed a wearable olfactory display to emit
different odours with the virtual models of washing
machines. It enabled users to interact and
experience the new product with the sense of smell
while it was still at the stage of prototyping. The
result showed that the pleasant odour indeed
affected users’ evaluation on the shape of a product
and the perceived value. Based on the users’
emotional response in virtual prototyping, the
industrial designers could assess users’ attitudes
toward the products before the production phase. It
greatly helped to reduce the development cost and
to shorten the development time of a new product.
Later they applied olfactory display with ambient
scent for increasing drivers’ attention level
(Bordegoni, Carulli, & Shi, 2017), and enhancing
readers’ immersive learning experience (Bordegoni,
Carulli, Shi, & Ruscio, 2017).
Obrist et al. stated that olfactory experience is
considered as one of the future, yet largely being
underdeveloped in the area of multisensory
experience design in HCI. They proposed that the
studies should not only focus on technology-driven
issues, but also experience design of smell (Obrist,
Tuch, & Hornbaek, 2014). Later they further urged
that the discussion of digital olfaction should expand
the focus from problem solving to meaning
exploration (Obrist et al., 2016).
5 | THE ART OF DIGITAL SCENT
Olfactory art has a rich background in exploring the
aesthetic value of scents and the meaning behind.
As olfactory technology has been advancing in
recent years, it opens the possibilities of taking
olfactory experience into digital art. Hanahana was
one of the early attempts that integrated smell with
an interactive art installation. It took smell as the
substantive input for interaction whereas the visual
channel was treated as the supplement output of
smell. When the users put a piece of scented paper
on top of a vase, the system would project a virtual
flower as a real-time visualization of the scent.
According to the intensity and the type of the scent
chosen by the users, the colour and the shape of the
virtual flower on the projection would be changed
correspondingly. This artwork showed the aesthetic
expression of digital scent in an interactive way. It
also brought the appreciation experience of scent

and art together (Kakehi, Chikamori, & Kunoh,
2007).
Osmodrama was another piece of digital olfactory
installation artwork. It was awarded at the fourth
annual Art and Olfaction Awards in 2017. The
system combined scents with sound to create
mental images for the audience in live performance.
The team developed a digital scent organ called
Smeller 2.0, which included 64 channels for odour
emission. They controlled the emission in sequence
along with the sound composition. The scent of
plants, fruit and food were presented with the sound
of birds, rain and planes for example. The audiences
were brought into a sensory journey from rain forest
to airport through the mental images created by
scents and sounds. Scent was treated as the
instrument of compositions in the performance. They
called it the art of time-based olfactory storytelling
("Osmodrama is the art," n.d.).
TeamLab, a Tokyo-based company well known for
its integration of digital art with interactive
installations, collaborated with L’Occitane in a
project called Digital Provence in 2016. They
created the atmosphere of Provence by providing
olfactory experience in an interactive installation.
When the visitor walked close to a mirror wall, the
system released the aroma of flower and projected
the virtual flowers around the visitor on the mirror. It
brought the beauty of Provence to the visitors
through the combination of smell and digital art
("Digital Provence," 2016). The examples above
demonstrated how scents were treated aesthetically
as the interface to connect the visitors and the
artwork. They showed the possibilities of combining
digital art with olfactory display.
6 | DISCUSSION
Current digital olfactory artworks are limited to the
expressions of visualization, performance, and
exhibition. However, the history of olfactory art
shows us that smell can be treated as art in itself,
and also as an aesthetic medium to represent
people, space and time in a symbolic way. Most
current digital olfaction research is technology
driven. They focus on how the systems deliver the
scents and how people perceive the olfactory
experience through computer systems. The
aesthetic aspect of digital olfaction has not been
widely discussed. This seems to be an area where
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Figure 1 | Digital scents represented the character in gameplay.

people from digital art and digital olfaction can work
together to reach great potential.
6.1 PEOPLE - IDENTITY, IMAGINATION, THERAPY

Digital scents could bring the symbolic meaning of
identities and characters into artwork. Current
symbolic olfactory display studies are mainly applied
in the usage of information and events. However,
studies showed that it might be less effective than
other modalities (Bodnar, Corbett, & Nekrasovski,
2004) and leads to the confusion of associations
(Seah et al., 2014). Boyd-Davis et al. (2007) used
digital scents to represent the character in gameplay
as in Figure 1. The players had to identify the
character's wife by remembering her fragrance
correctly. The close fit between the story scenario
and the use of scent successfully arose the user’s
engagement. The symbolic usage could be
extended from gameplay to art practices. Digital
artists could make use of olfactory display to
express the identities in the artwork.
By taking artistic expression with digital scents, it
could help to evoke the imagination and the mental
image in a person’s mind. Many digital olfaction
applications follow the approach of "Smell-O-Vision"
by providing scent to augment the visual-audio
channel. We smell what we see. It provides the
sense of presence and increases the realism of
virtual environment. However, olfaction is subjective
experience. By mapping the scent to a certain
object, it faces the challenge of individual
expectation gap, perceived synchronization (Murray,
Qiao, Lee, & Muntean, 2014) and olfactory
adaptation (Ramic-Brkic & Chalmers, 2014).
However, by turning “Smell-O-Vision” to “Vision-OSmell”, digital olfactory artwork could provide
aesthetic scenarios for the users to create their
visual imagery based on the interaction. We see
what we smell. HCI researchers Cao and Okude
(2015) used scents to create sensorial imagination
to engage users’ minds as in Figure 2. Huang (2014)
used mind control to create a series of artistic
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Figure 2 | Digital scents integrated with lighting to evoke sensorial
imagination.

connotations with odour and wind effect. Digital
olfactory artwork could take it further to provoke
people's visual imagery in an aesthetic way.
Digital olfaction could bring the affective impact of
smell into art therapy as well. Olfactory researcher
Andreas Keller (2014) pointed out that smell
sometimes is more effective when it is not
consciously perceived. Ischer et al. (2014) proposed
that olfactory display could be a powerful tool for
clinical virtual therapies, for example, in restoring the
memory of brain injury patients, reducing the anxiety
of burn victims, and enhancing the behavioural
treatments of people with eating disorders. HCI
researchers Amores and Maes (2017) brought the
unconscious effects of smell in designing a wearable
olfactory display with aromatherapy essential oil. It
aimed to affect user’s mood and cognitive
performance based on biometric data. Digital artists
could take it further to combine olfactory technology
with art therapy to enhance people's physical,
mental, and emotional well-being. Ambient scent
could be deployed in an art venue to affect the
behaviour of visitors and their perception of the
artworks as well.
6.2 SPACE - LOCATION, NAVIGATION, TERRITORY

Digital artists could make use of olfactory technology
to create digital smellscape as artwork. Artist Kate
McLean (2017) visualized the scents and their
locations as a map through the smellwalks in
different European cities. She claimed the smellmap
as an art form which revealed expectations and
personal associations of the locations from the
participants. It showed the human perception of the
urban smellscape. However, the dimension of the
smellscape was flat and static. Digital olfactory
artists could create an interactive urban smellscape
to show the olfactory association among the
habitants in the community.
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6.3 TIME - YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW

Figure 3 | Digital olfactory artwork provided intangible experience
in the heritage site.

Digital olfaction could also provide a sense of
navigation in the environment for artwork. Köster et
al. (2014) indicated that the role of smell in daily life
is to link the people to the affective appreciation of
surrounding. Multi-sensory storytelling production
company The Feelies provided a sequence of
scents with 360 VR film for giving the participants
the experience of transporting from New York to
Jordan virtually. The scents represented the salty air
of a city and the baking bread in a refugee camp for
instance (Obrist, Boyle, van Brakel, & Duerinck,
2017). Maruno et al. (2016) also developed a virtual
cocktail maze by using a wearable olfactory display.
The user experienced different scents of fruits when
getting to the cocktail bar in the maze. Yet these
studies were limited on the conventional “Smell-OVision” with virtual navigation. Digital artists could
create different routes of scented journeys along
with the artworks. It provides an alternative way for
people to navigate and appreciate the surrounding in
the physical world.
Smell is an intangible media that can provide a new
experience in space. Digital artists could use
olfactory display to provide intangible experience to
the participants in a limited art venue. Lai integrated
digital scents in her interactive artwork that was
installed in a public library located in a cultural
heritage. Her research showed that the digital
olfactory artwork prompted interaction between the
visitors in the heritage site as in Figure 3 (Lai, 2016).
Cultural heritages usually have certain restraints on
construction due to the historic and architectural
values. By providing interactive olfactory experience
in space, it could enrich visiting experience without
changing its infrastructure. The olfactory component
of the interaction could be changed according to the
themes of the exhibitions. Digital olfaction could
redefine the territory of the art space.

Digital scents can be treated as a medium for
storytelling to express timelines different from
traditional art. Social anthropologist Uri Almagor
(1990) indicated that smell makes the past exist in
the present. Smell connects “then-and-now” together.
Digital olfactory artworks can let people experience
time travel by emitting scents in different sequences
with the artworks. The scents could show the
passing of time like morning to evening, and spring
to winter. It could also show the passing of life. It
recalls in people the memories of the past,
enhances the sense of the presence, and stimulates
the imagination of the future.
Olfactory cues with digital artworks could help to
deliver customized experiences to the visitors over
an extended period. Kim et al. once brought the
evocative impact of smell into tourism industry. Their
study showed that the visitors had significant
improvement in recalling the cultural event when
they were exposed to the smell of sesame oil
encountered in the event (Kim & Jang, 2016). This
could be applied in art festival as well. By providing
the signature scent of the art event, it might help the
participants associate their visiting experience with
the artwork.
7 | CONCLUSION
Scent has a long history of being treated as a
medium of art. Its aesthetic, affective and evocative
aspects enrich the art experience. This paper has
reviewed how the aesthetic aspect of scents is
expressed in the art practices. Previous studies
showed that smell could express the symbolic
meaning of people, the imagery of the space, and
the passing of time. Current digital olfaction
researches focus on how users perceive olfactory
experience and their task performance through
olfactory technology. The studies of aesthetic
experience and artistic expression in digital olfaction
are worth exploring further. This paper therefore
proposed an area where people from digital art and
digital olfaction can contribute together to bring out
the beauty of scents in the digital age. This paper
discussed opportunities based on the framework of
people, space and time. Rather than making
scented digital artworks, digital olfactory artworks
could provide an artistic way for people to appreciate
the surroundings through this aesthetic, affective
and evocative medium.
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